In this article I argue that we need a more plural, diverse and theorised historiography for public history. In the developing methodology associated with this approach we will need to be keenly aware of international. domestic, and glocal audiences.
There is a peculiar way in which all these other histories tend to become variations on a master narrative that could be called 'the history of Europe'. In this sense, 'Indian' history itself is in a position of subalternity; one can only articulate subaltern subject positions in the name of this history. 8 Chakrabarty seeks a way to disavow this Eurocentrism, wants new methods of articulation, and looks for new models for conceiving of "history". Chakrabarty argues that new modes and new approaches are demanded by the past: the plurality that inheres in the 'now', the lack of totality, the constant fragmentariness, that constitutes one's present [contrasts with] the historicist or ethnographic mode of viewing that involves the use of a sense of anachronism in order to convert objects, institutions and practices with which we have live relations into relics of other times. 9 The challenge for a new way of knowing is clear. Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze agree that History is always written from the sedentary point of view and in the name of a unitary State apparatus, at least a possible one, even when the topic is nomads. What is lacking is Nomadology, the opposite of a history. 10 Their suggestion is a fragmenting of epistemologies, a challenge to structure and form. Ato Quayson develops Chakrabarty's point, suggesting what is necessary is a practice that articulates within it the postcolonial critique:
I ask for a history that deliberately makes visible, within the very structure of its narrative forms, its own repressive strategies and practices, the part it plays in collusion with the narratives of citizenship in assimilating to the projects of the modern state all other possibilities of human solidarity. 11 To what extent public history might be part of this critique, or part of the solution? How might public history within an international context be conceived of, and to what extent will it stage and respond to the debates prompted by Chakrabarty and Quayson? How might we understand the concepts of both "public" and "history" as both local and global; and, how is this expressed aesthetically? Is there such a thing as "glocal" public history? How can we theorize the phenomenon of historical fictions that are about a non-familiar past, the history of another nation or region? Might public history be something that contributes to what is sometimes termed "cosmopolitanism?"
For my particular purposes it is important to consider to what extent this is reflected in fictions about the past: film, novels, games and television. Looking at popular historical texts I have begun to wonder about how they represent the past of different cultures and how this contributes to an historical imaginary. Is it possible to study the notion of intercultural exchange through popular historical texts? How much can we use these to conceive of the relationship between cultures? In particular, how might these texts stage the encounter between differing types of history? In a globalized world, with streaming and online services bringing incredibly diverse content together, how might we think about cross-border history? Is "history" itself something that is encountered as other?
To what extent might movies or novels or TV series allow us to undertake the kind of critique that Chakrabarty and Quayson suggest is necessary to decolonize and provincialize history, and more particularly, the theory of public history? Can popular histories in fiction provide a means for interrogating the ways that the "past" has been used to control and repress? How do we account for a globalized historical product like a Hollywood film? Whilst they participate in popular historiography, revealing their own status as cultural versions of the past and seeking to enfranchise their viewer, they also often underline particular stereotypes and caricatures.
I suggest in my work that historical fictions might provide the model for thinking about how public history could address some of the issues raised here. This is largely because of the diversity and plurality that they encompass within them. Popular historical texts stage within them a discussion not only of the content but the form of history. As Alison Landsberg has written of my own and others' work: "Historians such as Hayden White, Alun Munslow, Frank Ankersmit, Jerome de Groot and Robert Rosenstone have been at the forefront of rethinking history's epistemological basis, in part through a careful consideration of form." 12 Through a consideration of the ways in which fictional histories work we might begin to address some of the knotty methodological and ethical questions raised here.
Do fictional texts do enough to stage within them the critique of "history" and centralising narratives that Chakrabarty seeks? Almost certainly not. Yet can their version of the past introduce the sophisticated challenge to western epistemologies that Quayson suggested were necessary?
Perhaps. Through their rejection of order, structure, linearity, and a concomitant challenging of history as an authoritative mode these fictions critique the real and our ways of constructing it. They provide a different set of models for presenting the past and critiquing the way that past is constructed. Whilst discussing realism as reflective of political orthodoxy Theodor Adorno posited that Franz Kafka resisted through form and purpose: "[Kafka's novels] do not permit themselves to be brought to an end as the totality of a rounded temporal experience." 13 This rejection of "rounded" temporality is inherent -for Adorno -in fiction's experimental, fragmented, political way of perceiving the world. Likewise I argue that specifically historical fictions play a role in communicating the indeterminacy and unknowability of history to the reader and through culture to society as a whole. The alterity of the historical fiction and its ability to "open up new life narratives and alternative relations to time and space" (despite -simultaneously with -its often innate conservatism) -brings it within the compass of the suite of texts, ideas, theories and positions that have been thought to destabilize discourses of dominance, counterfactual, alternative. 14 Fictions are innately haunted by the strange, uncanny, unsubstantial dream of the "other" that is the "actual" past. The historical novel therefore is "a haunted text that offers a subtle queering of both temporal normativity and the sequential temporal logic that heteronormative culture is contingent upon." 15 16 Take, for instance, Colson Whitehead's prize-winning novel The Underground Railroad. This novel shows how the form of historical fiction queries and subverts the "real" in order to profoundly reconfigure engagement with the past. Whitehead's celebrated novel presents a counter-narrative of nineteenth-century America and its games with temporality, point of view, and fantasy allow its incredibly hard-hitting political message to work effectively. The novel looks at slavery in the 1800s, following escaped slave Cora and those she comes into contact with. Whitehead's novel is written in realist style but presents a narrative that is counter to the "known" events of slavery: fantastical, counterfactual, science fictional. The Underground Railroad is a physical thing, somehow snaking underground from state to state, with stations and drivers. Moreover, each state that Cora the protagonist visits once she escapes her plantation in Georgia has a particular character and way of treating the black population -ghettoizing them, experimenting upon them, executing them -and each episode presents a complex set of arguments about the working of slavery, about white violence, and about the make-up of the United States. "Look outside as you speed through, and you'll find the true face of America" is a regular refrain, and Whitehead knits his narrative of the country together using the Railroad as a connecting structuresomething that seems to have drive and linear purpose, but which is used here to connect episodes of meditation and allegory. 17 Similar to Quentin Tarantino's Django Unchained (2012) or Toni Morrison's Beloved (1987) the novel suggests that the proper response to the abomination of slavery (and the trauma of the past) is something fantastical and transgressive, excessive and vengeful, haunting and violent. The past is strange and horrible, and it is somehow better and more profound to engage with it through aesthetic complication. Whitehead essentially argues that rather than focusing upon the "facts" of slavery readers might be more moved and engaged by thinking about the ways in which culture worked to enable the institution, and how those caught up in it might attempt to live. Like Morrison, he is interested in the ways that trauma might manifest and be conceived of as material, "real," things; to witness through recognizing the horror. Whitehead therefore challenges temporality and realism as ways of rendering past experience. His novel suggests that we might do better to focus upon emotion, violence and trauma than to try to write "accurately" about something so horrific. The text resists "historying." Whitehead challenges received "history" and "mainstream" accounts of the past. Rational, historical discourse is a way of attempting to control the horror of the past, rather than to let its violence affect you in the present. In this light, historical fiction becomes a political act of remembrance that critiques "history" and comfortable discourses of the past. The alternative narrative here, the ugly reflection of American history and its endemic, continued, structural racism, is not "historical" but all the same has a power of accuracy. "His work suggests that our ways of thinking about slavery and understanding it might themselves inscribe the very problematic discourses that allowed it. He presents an alternative to a kind of humanist historical modernism. The novel undermines the heroic idealized version of the Underground Railroad, politicized commemorations which might suggest that there was some hope and idealism even in the horror of slavery. Instead it bleakly concludes that any idea of hope in the midst of such huge historical trauma is misguided and ethically wrong. To avoid the "real" by focusing on the heroic is to seek to misremember. His America is fundamentally racist, flawed, and likely to repeat its mistakes: "America, too, is a delusion, the grandest one of all […] This nation shouldn't exist, if there is any justice in the world, for its foundations are murder, theft, and cruelty. Yet here we are." 18 In his Acknowledgements Whitehead cites the Federal Writers' Project collection of "life stories of former slaves" as well as the work of various key American historians, the writings of Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglass, and contemporary sources from the collections of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. This blend of testimony and historical work, as well as the punk and new wave bands that he also cites as influences, suggest much about the hybrid, strange, and aesthetically complicated nature of his response to the "past" which is seen in the text. Whitehead's novel suggests that modes of accessing and representing the past -realist, humanist, authentic -are something to be queried and possibly critiqued. His fantastical-horror-antigenre text seeks to make something new. He challenges all those who engage with history to rethink the ethics, biases, purposes and violence of that entity.
Fiction, therefore, provides a template for thinking about the past in international contexts -a querying, queer-ing, intersectional, multi-temporal, complex and living thing that resists our understanding and attempts to pin it down. Fiction resists temporality, challenges order, undermines what is fixed or what might attempt to do the fixing:
Today I realised that what I wrote yesterday I really wrote today: everything from December 31 I wrote on January 1, i.e. today, and what I wrote on December 30 I wrote on the 31st, i.e., yesterday. What I write today I'm really writing tomorrow, which for me will be today and yesterday, and also, in some sense, tomorrow: an invisible day. But enough of that. 19 Fiction can open up a space whilst attacking that space, undermine and critique the concept of history, suggest that any attempt at fixing meaning is itself doomed to failure and repression:
Nothing will produce Bad History more directly nor brutally, than drawing a Line, in particular a Right Line, the very Shape of Contempt, through the midst of a People,-to create thus a Distinction betwixt 'em,-'tis the first stroke.-All else will follow as if predestin'd, unto War and Devastation 20
Ato Quayson asked for "a history that deliberately makes visible, within the very structure of its narrative forms, its own repressive strategies and practices." My contention is that much -all? -historical fiction undertakes this at a fundamental level, or can be shown to do so despite seemingly being conservative, closed up, or limited. 21 Fiction opens up a space that might be shared and contested simultaneously; it is inherently experimental, expansive, and welcoming. , strange and complicated though they might be, similarly stage intra-and intercultural encounters while discussing issues of temporality, translation, authority, ethnicity, identity, nationalism, authority, duty and power. They provoke questions about ethics, knowledge, difference and tolerance. In considering their impact upon the historical imaginary, analyzing their enabling of multiple temporalities, and meditating upon the popular historiographies they might allow, we might begin to outline the basis of an ethical, nuanced, complex theoretical model of "public" and popular history within an international context. Indeed the idea of "nation" dissolves here, bent out of shape. In this imaginary and imagined diversity and complexity we might find the shared space of an international public history -not a transcultural, anodyne, deracinated locus, but a place of genuine radical possibility and transformative power.
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